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The Blockvis team has performed a thorough review of the smart
contract code of UHC (UFOHotelCoin) token from June 2018.
The smart contract of the project ufohotel.io belongs to German
company JA EXPERTS AG.
First smart contract review comprised UHC security and business
verification analysis and debriefing. After then developers fixed all
bugs. Based on Blockvis advice development team
re-deployed the upgrade smart contract with a token name
UFOHotelCoin.
Blockvis team has performed second audit for UFOHotelCoin
smart contract in September 2018.
All the tests passed successfully. The audit discovered no
vulnerabilities. Here under vulnerabilities we assume security
issues that can be exploited by an external attacker.
The audit discovered no discrepancies between the code and the
provided documentation. The audit showed that UFOHotelCoin was
fully ERC20 compliant and did not revealed any ERC20 “SHOULD”
requirements violations.

STANDARD SC-AUDIT DISCLAMER
While the auditor is doing his best
on the analysis of the smart contract,
the audit itself makes no statements
or warranties about the:
*
*
*
*
*

utility of the code,
safety of the code,
suitability of the business model,
regulatory regime for the business model,
any other statements about the ﬁtness
of the contracts to purpose,
or their bugfree status.

The audit documentation
is for information purposes only.

Besides, UFOHotelCoin smart contract contains high integrated
eco-system with internal commissions for referrals, agents and
marketplaces, while limiting and healthfully organizing any possible
secondary markets.
Smart contract includes ranking of the customers and bonus rewards.
We can note that UFOHotelCoin is rather advanced token that we
have seen in our audit processes.
The statements made in this document should not be interpreted
as investment or legal advice, nor should its authors be held
accountable for decisions made based on them.
Reference 04062019-UFOHotel could be checked by email or phone.
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